
Cordless vacuum cleaner INSE S10 Ref: 6975907030037
Cordless vacuum cleaner INSE S10

INSE S10 upright vacuum cleaner
INSE S10 will allow you to take care of cleanliness around the house. The vacuum cleaner uses an LED-illuminated brush to easily get rid
of dust. The suction power of 26,000 Pa thoroughly picks up dirt, and the durable battery provides up to 50 minutes of operation. You can
also choose between 3 operating modes, and the vacuum's lightweight design (1.6 kg) makes it comfortable to use. The kit also includes
additional brushes.
 
3 working modes
Customize  the  operation  of  the  INSE  S10  to  suit  your  needs.  The  vacuum  cleaner  offers  3  modes  of  operation:  Deep  (15  min),
Comfortable  (30  min)  and  Eco  (50  min).  What's  more,  the  device  remembers  the  last  mode  used.  The  product  also  has  a  dedicated
switch with which you can lock the mode - so you don't have to press the button all the time while cleaning. This will avoid the feeling of
fatigue and finger strain.
 
Get rid of dust and dirt
The vacuum cleaner  offers  a  suction power  of  26,000 Pa and uses  350 watts  of  power.  This  translates  into  effective  cleaning.  What's
more,  the  brushless  motor  stands  out  for  its  efficient  operation  and  prolongs  the  life  of  the  device.  In  addition,  the  6-stage  filtration
system effectively separates 0.3 micron dirt from the air. 
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Thorough cleaning
The device has a brush with illumination,  which allows for  thorough cleaning of  spaces under  furniture where light  does not  reach.  In
addition, the V-shaped design prevents hair from getting entangled. What's more, it features a flexible design, so you can maneuver it
comfortably - it rotates sideways 150°, and forward and backward 90°.
 
2 brushes included
With  INSE  S10,  your  entire  home  will  be  sparkling  clean.  The  set  includes  accessories  with  which  you  will  clean  different  types  of
surfaces. The crevice brush will come in handy when vacuuming narrow spaces between furniture, and the 2-in-1 brush will be suitable
for cleaning your couch and car upholstery.  
 
Thoughtful design
The vacuum cleaner does not generate much noise - 65 dB, so you can use it without disturbing your household members. What's more,
the dust container is distinguished by its capacity of 1.2 liters so you don't have to empty it too often. In turn, storage is made easier by
the included wall bracket. 
 
Included
vacuum cleaner
crevice brush
2in1 brush
wall holder
cleaning brush
power adapter
user manual
	Manufacturer
	INSE
	Model
	S10
	Rated power
	350 W
	Motor
	Brushless, DC, 120000 rpm
	Battery capacity
	2200 mAh
	Charging time
	4.5 h
	Dust tank capacity
	1,2 l
	Weight
	3.9 kg
	Operating time
	15/30/50 min
	Suction force
	26000 Pa
	Noise level
	65 dB
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Price:

€ 138.01

Small appliances, Vertical vacuum cleaners
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